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The time frame dates from the late 1960s to the early 1980s, from the beginnings of the technology of digital painting up to the first consumer products that implemented it. I include only a little information about major developments in the later 1980s. Two surveys that cover this later period fairly well-when the emergence of the personal computer completely changed the software universe-were both published in the magazine Computer Graphics World. 2, 3 My emphasis then and now, of course, is on those systems I knew firsthand. A description of the legal battles about paint patents in the 1990s adds a certain modern perspective; however, these cases center on systems from the earlier period.
After definitions (see also the "Digital Paint Glossary" sidebar), I present a simple timeline of programs and systems in Table 1 (on p. 6), and then attempt a weighting and a "genealogy" of these. I particularly emphasize those painting systems that have directly affected the movie industry, important to AMPAS, of course.
Having cast the systems into perspective in this rather dry way, I follow with brief histories and then a full anecdotal history of several of them, tying in the strong personalities and strange coincidences of this exciting time. I do not cover the many nonpaint developments proceeding simultaneously-for example, digital 2D (two-dimensional) and 3D modeling and animation, film recording, video editing, and audio synthesis. An excellent rendering of my time with Dick Shoup (sounds like "shout," not like "hoop") in the early days at Xerox PARC (Palo Alto Research Center) can be found in the recent book Dealers of Lightning: Xerox PARC and the Dawn of the Computer Age. 4 For other PARC references, see Lavendel, 5 Pake, 6 Perry, 7 and Smith.
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Definitions
A digital paint program and a digital paint system are distinguished by their functions. A digital paint program essentially does no more than simulate painting of a brush on a canvas. A digital paint system does much more, using the "simulation of painting" as a familiar metaphor to seduce artists into the new, perhaps forbidding, digital domain. Of course, they are both programs, but the term "system" will imply many more features; it will be more "complete." In fact, a system might even use several well-integrated programs.
The world of computer-assisted picture making can be divided cleanly and simply into two distinct worlds: geometry-based graphics and pixel-based graphics (also known as imaging), depending on how the original data is stored. 9 Standard computer-generated imagery-as in Pixar's Toy Story, for example-is geometry based. The digital paint system captures the pixel-based half of graphics. 10 A digital paint system is a set of tools for dealing with pixels. Certainly, a digital paint program is one of these tools. I widen the definition of a digital paint program-from simply a simulation of traditional painting-to include any image processing (that is, pixel processing) function applied to pixels under hand controlfor example, with a mouse or a stylus on a tablet. To support this encompassing definition of digital paint system, we should consider modern consumer products that are heirs to the technology discussed here: Adobe Photoshop, Microsoft PhotoDraw 2000, the Corel Draw suite, and so forth. Suffice to say that "system" implies much more capability than "program."
A word about bit depth: There are five bit depths in the programs and systems discussed
April-June 2001 5 Antialiasing
Representing a continuous entity with a set of discrete samples results, when done incorrectly, in annoying visual artifacts called aliasing. For example, a straight line, if naïvely represented by the nearest pixels in a rectangular array of them, will look like a jagged staircase. In fact, this aliasing is called jaggies in computer graphics jargon. Antialiasing, of course, removes these sampling artifacts. The idea used in all techniques is to spread out a line or edge and round it off so that the sampling grid has something partial to sample rather than a simple binary hit or miss. In sampling theory terms, its high frequencies are removed, leaving only those consistent with the frequency of the sampling grid. For a black line on a white background, one simple solution is to lay down a ramp of partial grays along each stair step, varying the black of the line smoothly to the white of the background. From a normal viewing distance, this will look like a smooth straight line.
Cellular automata (CA)
Think of an infinite chessboard where each square is a digital computer. Suppose that each of these computers, a cell, can take input from only its four nearest-neighbor cells, and can give only them its output. Assume that each cell computes one step at the same time as all the other cells compute one step. The theory of CA explores the capabilities of such highly uniform, but highly parallel, metacomputers. John von Neumann, who originated the theory with Stanislau Ulam, proved that there was a group of cells in one particular cellular automaton that could reproduce itself and also compute any computable function, a nontrivial (because it's computation-universal) selfreproducing machine. The "Game of Life" (M. Gardner, Wheels, Life and Other Mathematical Amusements, W.H. Freeman, New York, 1983 ) is a popular example of a computation-universal CA.
Color map
A nifty trick for creating lots of colors when you have only a little memory is the color map, also called a color lookup table. Suppose you have only 8 bits per pixel, instead of the desirable 24, for color. Then there can be only 2 8 = 256 values per pixel. Rather than hardwiring these 256 values to fixed colors, they are assigned, via a color map, to any set of 256 colors from a possible choice of over 16 million.
The color map is a table with 256 entries, with each entry being a triple of red, green, and blue (RGB) values, each with 8 bits. When one of the values is read from a pixel, it is looked up in the color map table. The corresponding triple of RGB values, the full color for that value, is sent on to the display device for that pixel. But each RGB triple can have one of 2 3*8 = 16,777,216 possible colors. Although any one picture can have only 256 colors in it, those colors can be completely different from the 256 colors in another picture. Furthermore, since only 256 table entries have to be changed to completely change the color of a picture, this can be done extremely fast, at interactive speeds. This is important, for example, on the Web.
The drawback of color-mapped pictures is that there is no notion of mixing colors available. Color A mixed with color B is just some other color in the color map and most probably this third color has nothing to do with A and B; it is not their mixture, in other words. For mixture, you need all 16 megacolors. Think of a color map as 1D (onedimensional) color and full RGB as 3D color to understand the difference.
Compositing
To composite two images is to place one over the other to produce a third. For example, in a frame of animation, a foreground character is composited over a background painting. Where the foreground object is transparent, the background shows through in the result. Where opaque, only the foreground object shows in the result.
In the digital equivalent of this process, one must be careful to antialias the edges of the foreground object to avoid jaggies in the composite image. This is accomplished by partial mixing of the foreground object with the underlying portion of the background scene. In the case of the black line, the gray ramp along each stair step would weight the amount of mixing with the background: Black is foreground only; white is background only; and gray is a mixture of the two, depending on the value of the gray.
Frame buffer
A frame buffer is nothing more than a piece of computer memory with a means for viewing what it holds. Originally it buffered an output device from a computer. The computer would write the next frame of a video, say, into the buffer-hence, frame buffer. Then it would begin to compute the next frame while independently the display device read the current frame out of the frame buffer and displayed it.
In 1975, a full-color frame buffer for television resolution frames occupied three large racks of equipment, about three kitchen refrigerators in size, and cost over a million 1999 dollars. Today, this same device is called a graphics card and fits in one small slot in a personal computer. It costs on the order of ten dollars, and every PC has one.
Digital Paint Glossary
here: 1-bit, 3-bit, 8-bit, 24-bit, and 32-bit. These correspond, respectively, to 2 colors (black and white), 8 colors, 256 colors, 16.7 million colors, and 16.7 million colors plus 256 levels of transparency. I give the 1-bit and 3-bit systems short shrift. The 8-bit, or 256-color, systems made digital painting a real tool in video. The 24-bit and 32-bit paint systems are required for film use. The difference between 24-bit and 32-bit systems is the availability of an extra channelthe "alpha channel"-carrying transparency information, for all images at all times.
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In both kinds of systems, transparency effects such as airbrushing and soft-edged compositing are possible, but only 32-bit systems as a matter of course always generate an alpha channel with every image. In other words, the alpha channel is painted when the color channels are painted, not as a separate task. Systems with even higher bit depth-for example, 64 bits-are a modern development due to cheap memory and will not be further discussed. ' Photoshop (1985 ' Photoshop ( -1986 To establish context-before discussing the many side streams that influenced movie production-I mention the developments that had little or no effect on this mainstream.
Genealogy of digital paint systems
The Miller and Kubitz and Poppelbaum programs have not influenced the programs or systems just cited. They both had only eight colors and were not systems but merely programs, using the terminology introduced earlier.
I have not included any paint programs that painted only in black or white (1 bit) since they had no influence on the mainstream, either. For example, I recall one such program at Xerox PARC while I was employed there in 1974.
The MIT system was not influential, at least not on the systems with which I am familiar. Jim Blinn's program had no direct effect on Richard Taylor and others implement Paintbox, a 24-bit commercial video paint product for the English company Quantel, the first system to employ special-purpose hardware for acceleration of digital painting. They later extend the resolution in the product Graphic Paintbox for use in print and film. 21 The Quantel stream had no influence on the mainstream. It is not clear if Quantel was influenced by the NYIT developments. Quantel people made trips to NYIT, attended tutorials by NYIT personnel, acknowledged having my paper, 19 and had an abortive deal with NYIT but legal precedence matters have obfuscated this part of the history. (The legal battles will be discussed later.) I don't know of any connection between the Digital Effects paint program and the mainstream. Founder Judson Rosebush does figure in the history, however. 44 One definite side stream to the main paint system lineage is of course the Aurora Imaging system Aurora/100. Later, Tom Hahn left Aurora to join Lucasfilm and write the CAPS system there under contract to Disney (a deal and a hire I negotiated).
Another important side stream is that started by Marc Levoy at Cornell, which led to Hanna-Barbera. Marc and his colleagues were some of the first and frequent visitors to our lab at NYIT. I believe it is accurate to say they were inspired by what they saw there, although their stream was essentially a separate development after that with many creative contributions.
Another stream, which comes back into the mainstream, is the one that began with the sale of my Paint program to Ampex and its influence on Ampex Video Art and particularly on Tom Porter. 45 As Figure 1 ) and brewed them a different way 46 to produce ept, which begat Images and later (early 1990s) a system, Cricket Paint, that Ephraim wrote under arrangement with Computer Associates. In particular, he noted that painting was just a hand-driven form of image composition and used this as an organizing principle. 47 The Photoshop connection is not well known. I recall that my Lucasfilm colleague David DiFrancesco kept urging me to visit another Lucasfilm building to see what the Knoll brothers were doing with "our stuff," putting it onto Apple's Macintosh computer. He told me it was impressive, but I couldn't be bothered with tiny little machines at the time-a mistake I corrected many years later by adopting the Windows platform. The Knoll brothers shopped their creation for a while, finally getting some support from a start-up company called BarneyScan. Then John Warnock saw it and arranged to have Adobe market the system, grandfathering (presumably) BarneyScan. The dates I give in Table 1 (1985) (1986) ) are approximate, based on the fact that we, Ed Catmull and I, spun out Pixar from Lucasfilm in 1986.
Brief factual histories
Before relating the anecdotal history, I sketch the background of the paint programs involved. I've clearly described Paint (and its high-resolution extension, BigPaint) elsewhere. 19 Of more pertinence here is the full-color, 24-bit version, Paint3, briefly described in Appendix B of that documentation. 19 It was the first paint system to have 16.7 million colors. This permitted airbrushing and full compositing of any image over any other, and these were both implemented. In fact, using the notion introduced in Paint-that any image can be used as a "brush" to paint on any other image-Paint3 allowed brushes of any shape, including the "shape" of its transparency. Airbrushing fell out of this observation by easy default: Simply choose a brush that is opaque in the center and drops off gradually to transparent around its edges. BigPaint3 was the high-resolution extension of Paint3.
Paint3 featured 24 bits of color, airbrushing, tablet and stylus control, variable paintbrush size and shape (any shape, with any pixel-bypixel opacity variation), image save and restore (of either 8-bit or 24-bit images), a disappearing palette (it disappeared after color selection), color selection from anywhere on the screen (not necessarily the palette), video magnification, palette selection (for convenience only) from palettes of arbitrary colors, tint and value adjustment of colors, color mixing (or smearing, as I called it), 24-bit color fill, and other functions. There was a button that allowed any other 24-bit program in my system to be run from within the paint program (hence my definition of system). This included a full-featured image restoration program that handled (after 1977) alpha channels (called Getpa) and an antialiased geometric rendering program (by Malcolm Blanchard) called Sketch (extended by me to 24 bits as Sketch3).
I conceived of doing Paint3 while lying bored in a motel room in Redwood City, California, after completing installation of Paint at Ampex in December 1976. I wrote it immediately upon returning to NYIT that month, from December 1976 to January 1977.
Tom Porter: Paint
The Lucasfilm Paint system was designed to be suitable for motion picture use, so Tom paid a great deal of attention to image resolution, color fidelity, and antialiasing problems. [37] [38] [39] He began the system development during 1981 and completed it in January 1982, in time to be used in production of the "Genesis Effect" sequence (which I directed) for the Paramount movie Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan. Matte painter Chris Evans of Lucasfilm's Industrial Light & Magic (ILM) used the paint system in early 1982 to create the ground and soft-edged clouds that were texture mapped onto the receding planet. The movie opened in June of 1982. See the literature for details of the production, including reference to Tom's system. 36 This was the first use of digital paint systems for movie production at Lucasfilm. I believe it was also their first use in theatrical release motion pictures. Paint was also used in the production of the special effects for "the stainedglass man" in the 1985 Amblin Productions' film The Young Sherlock Holmes.
Major features of the Lucasfilm Paint system were arbitrary resolution, creation and manipulation of the alpha channel with every stroke (that is, it was a full 32-bit system-the first, I believe-with 16.7 million colors and 256 levels of transparency), and careful attention to antialiasing and compositing. Tom Porter reports the existence of a March 1981 Lucasfilm technical memo about the proposed architecture. 49 
Anecdotal history of PARC and NYIT Paint
Facts are facts, but it's the details-the stories and the characters-that bring these histories to life.
Xerox PARC, Dick Shoup, and SuperPaint
A 1970 Scientific American issue made a splash when Martin Gardner devoted his famous column to John Conway's "Game of Life." 50 "Life" brought Dick Shoup and me together-before paint programs-while we both were involved in our early academic careers. I was a specialist in cellular automata (CA) theory, having written my PhD dissertation on it at Stanford University in 1969, and pursuing my first professorship at New York University while I did CA research.
Having been a Gardner devotee since boyhood, I saw the column as soon as it was published and leapt, on reading it, to the phone to call Martin in upstate New York. Excited, I told him that the "Game of Life" was just a special case of CA, that John von Neumann and Stanislau Ulam had been involved in their creation, that I had just proved the existence of self-reproducing machines as CA (in eight pages as opposed to von Neumann's booklength proof), and that I had settled a conjecture of Conway reported by Gardner in the column. He was very interested because the CA column had been the most popular topic ever published by the magazine, inspiring its publisher to devote the upcoming February 1971 issue to CA, including the cover.
Martin spent a day with me on the NYU campus preparing his next column, and subsequently asked me to submit a cover design, along with several of his designs and one of Ulam's. My design, based on the palindrome "too hot to hoot" (that I learned from a New York Times crossword puzzle), was a stylized proof of palindrome recognition by CA I had recently published. Luckily for me, the publisher of Scientific American happened to be a palindrome aficionado! My cover design was chosen, I gained my first inklings of fame, and the event led directly to my meeting Dick Shoup.
Having thus become a "known" entity as a result of my cover design, I was asked to chair a panel on parallel logic (CA is a special case) at the 1971 International Computer Society Conference in Boston. 51 I needed someone with hardware expertise to round out my panel. In asking around, all pointers led to Dick Shoup, just finishing his PhD dissertation at Carnegie Mellon University on a related topic. He accepted my offer. On meeting in Boston, we discovered that we liked each other enormously, but it took a broken leg to force the next connection in our careers.
While schussing down an icy slope in New Hampshire, my cap slipped over my eyes just long enough that I failed to spot the skier barrel-rolling toward me, completely out of control. The stumblebum skied away but I didn't. A nasty spiral fracture of my right femur put me away-a helpless, immobile invalid-for three months in a full-body cost, nipples to toes.
This time turned out to be one of the most wonderful of my life. Empowered by the vast mental capacity available when the brain doesn't have to move the body about, I rethought my whole life and came to the conclusion that I was on the wrong track, not using my artistic talent, not enjoying the fact that only a few dozen people in the world could talk CA with me. I made the decision to leave academia-"drop out" was the term then-go to Berkeley, and wait for something good to happen. Looking back, I am astonished at my certainty that something would-and it did.
Just about the time I ran out of money in Berkeley, the Munich publisher Rogner & Bernhard Gmbh asked me to write the introduction to the German edition of von Neumann's Theory of Self-Reproducing Automata, 52 containing the proof that I had shortened. 53 I decided to make this my swan song to academia, a survey of the entire field of CA (which I was then calling polyautomata). I did this off the top of my head at the time, except for the many bibliographic details. The Berkeley library wasn't sufficient for this task, but I knew that the Stanford library was. So I called up my buddy Dick Shoup in Palo Alto, across San Francisco Bay, to get a room for the night near Stanford.
Dick had come to California in 1970 and joined the Berkeley Computer Corporation. BCC received early funding from the ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency, US Department of Defense) group that funded computer projects, the Information Processing Techniques Office. Bob Taylor, as former head of IPTO, had been instrumental in the BCC funding. He had just joined a new place called Xerox PARC. When BCC ran into trouble, Taylor moved quickly to scoop up several of its key folks: Butler Lampson, Peter Deutsch, Charles Simonyi, Jim Mitchell, Chuck Thacker-and Dick Shoup. So, not nearly so well known as the first personal computer, the first windowing system, and the mouse, PARC also sheltered the first computer painting system, SuperPaint, midwifed by Shoup in 1972 Shoup in -1973 I am embarrassed to admit that I didn't really "get" the notion of a paint program at first. In a series of earlier phone calls from PARC to NYU during the early 1970s, Dick had tried to explain to me his idea for a computer to help artists, knowing that I was a painter. (I had painted in oils and acrylics for years, even exhibiting at the Stanford Coffee House once.) But I, like everybody else at the time, could not grasp the idea from a verbal description, which is hard to believe today when a paint program comes with every PC and children teach adults how to use its brushes and palettes. For several years, however-until the arrival of the commercial PC-I had similar difficulty explaining that it really does work to move your hand "down here" on a mouse or tablet while watching the result "up there" on a video display. Another exciting event … was a visit to Dick Shoup in Palo Alto. I went down to Stanford to check some references for my polyautomata survey and spent the night at Dick's apartment. After lunch next day he persuaded me to visit his project at Xerox. I was reluctant to go because I had visited before several times and had listened to his dreams for 2-3 years. but had never seen anything tangible. I went because of his hospitality-and was greatly and very pleasantly surprised! His machine finally exists: a color TV "paintbrush" hooked up to a computer. It is dazzling. I had to wait a few days to return to Palo Alto (had to meet a February 28 deadline on the survey) but spent 12 hrs. on the machine next visit. It's such an incredible invention [that] I've decided to record this chronicle of my excitement and involvement with it.
I stumbled out of Dick's lab finally knowing what a paint program is; I'd found in California that "something good" I'd envisioned while recuperating immobile from that New Hampshire ski accident. I created my first several animations on his system in May and June, and Dick made noises about hiring me in September. I presented a proposal based on CA to him, but he told me his higher-up, Bob Taylor, wouldn't buy it. We loosened up over some beers at the Dutch Goose, a famous Stanford beer joint, and came up with an approach, a film demonstrating the capabilities of SuperPaint. 54 Next day, I talked with Bob Flegal, Dave Liddle, and Ron Baecker, and gained support for the film proposal subsequently presented to Taylor. On 31 July 1974, Dick Shoup and I formally joined forces at PARC. We were both just turning 31, birthdays only a month and a half apart.
I found living quarters in a house in Los Altos Hills above PARC, renting a room from Richard and Sandra Gilbert. This seemingly innocuous detail would figure in an unbelievable way in my future.
I wasn't exactly hired by PARC. No employee slots existed when I arrived, so my several supporters there, including Alan Kay, Dave Liddle, and Bob Flegal, managed with Dick to contract me with a purchase order (PO) instead-like a piece of equipment! I didn't care. I was an artist and just wanted access to Dick's program. A product of the 1960s, I was having trouble with corporate America at the time-surprising perhaps in light of my future career-so I probably wouldn't have been a good employee anyway. I'm sure this attitude didn't help in subsequent events at PARC.
Dick is one of those rare persons proficient in both the fleeting mind of modern computation and its enduring body. He not only wrote the software for SuperPaint, he created its hardware too. He built the crucial frame buffer, a computer memory specialized for holding pictures. Ordinary computer memory, the wellknown RAM of personal computers, stores everything in discrete bits and pieces-actually called bits at the lowest level. But pictures don't fit well in one-dimensional lists, so a frame buffer memory stores a picture divided up naturally into rows and columns of tiny colored points, each called a pixel, 55 in a 2D array of memory locations. 56 Two dimensions make a frame buffer memory special, but that's not all-you can see it, too.
A paint program needs a canvas. The frame buffer provides one by delivering its memory contents to a video display. Dick added circuitry to his frame buffer design so that each pixel, in succession, lights up color phosphors, in the same order, on a television monitor. 57 So the 2D picture stored as bits of electricity in the memory becomes a 2D array of colored light emitted from the face of the television-a picture! SuperPaint, or any paint program, works by letting an artist change the bits in a frame buffer at locations specified with a simulated paintbrush, hand-driven by a mouse. 58 Because of the direct and immediate correspondence between the electrical bits in the memory and the physical phosphors on the TV screen, this feels like virtually painting on the screen instead of fiddling bits in the memory. 59 Dick called his memory a "picture memory," but "frame buffer" stuck. It held one video frame in a buffer zone between the high-speed uptake of the television eye-well, the inverse of eye actually, with the picture going out, not in-and the slower, blind computer brain. The SuperPaint frame buffer eventually evolvedcrossbreeding with the crude text displays of early machines-into the color graphics display card, an essential part of every modern PC. The early stages of this history of painting can be construed as a search for that rare beast, the next frame buffer, with Dick's being the first. 60 The color map innovation did not yet exist when I began at PARC, although Dick explained to me how it would work when he finished it. The color map inspired my first formal contribution to PARC and computer graphics, namely, a more natural way to select a palette of colors in SuperPaint, informed by my artistic experience.
SuperPaint created colors by mixing red, green, and blue (RGB) lights, just like home TV. In fact, both used the same electronic technology, that of broadcast video. Thus RGB color space controls are the natural ones for computer graphics and video, but I had trouble mixing, say, pink or brown with them. I asked Dick for the algorithm that converts RGB to and from the more intuitive hue-based world that I knew from painting: Mix a color by choosing a base with the desired hue; add white or black paint to lighten or darken it. So pink and brown are just red lightened with white and darkened with black, respectively. Surprised when Dick told me that no such algorithm existed, I sat down and invented one overnight-the first simple hue-based color mixing system for computers, the HSV algorithm-and coded it into Dick's paint program.
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But my main PARC contribution, in my opinion, was a videotape called Vidbits that showed, for the first time, the kinds of imagery and animation that could be accomplished in the new medium of the digital frame buffer-and I was convinced it was a new creative medium. To help perform my job at PARC, demonstrating the artistic dimensions of SuperPaint, Dick and video whiz Jim Mayer taught me video editing. I recorded the work in short pieces of several seconds each, edited the pieces together, and added a soundtrack, excerpts from Holst's The Planets in this case. Vidbits became a strong part of the sales pitch I used later for talking my way into NYIT, or New York Tech, and my entrée into New York City's video art scene. 62 Dick asked me to handle this caller who, so far as I was concerned, was just another of many artists trying to gain access to SuperPaint. But I was wrong. This guy was different. He was very persistent. I finally relented only after he had brought ceaseless beseeching, natural charm, and unusual humor to bear. I suggested that we share an evening "jamming" on the paint program. This meant time-sequential jamming, where I would paint for a while, then he would take the result and add to it, then I to his, and so forth.
We hit it off tremendously. David's irreverence and mine meshed, as did our off-key interests. When I mentioned my 1950s collection of "pictures of the future" clipped from such magazines as Popular Science, Mechanics Illustrated, and Ford Times, he knew exactly what I'd done and why. In fact, he had worked with the Ant Farm, an art group I admired, 63 on this very subject. Under his insightful humor, he had a sense of dignity I'd not encountered before. But the essential factor to which I responded was his love for machines as much as for art. Because he liked all machines, he could put up with the inherent pain of working with the early digital ones, could drive right through it for the results he could get-part of the adventure! This tolerance of pain-indifference to it, really-was characteristic of early computer artists. Another David, David Miller, jammed with us at PARC and went on-as David Em-to join his accomplished technological cohort Jim Blinn at Pasadena's JPL and suffer for years in the fluorescent lights, roaring and freezing air conditioners, and institutional green walls there to create his sunset-beautiful digital paintings and strangely tiled 3D landscapes. You had to believe the technology would become less harsh in a couple of years.
Other visitors to PARC were my housemates Richard and Sandy Gilbert. I loved showing our work because nearly everyone was entranced by it-quite a change from CA theory. I thought it was particularly important that the Gilberts see what so excited me-so they would understand why I hardly ever came home and when I did, stayed only long enough to get a few winks before heading back to PARC.
Around Christmas 1974, Richard took a vacation to New York. Upon return he tried to interest me in his uncle's activities there: "He's doing what you're doing, Alvy, I think." I dismissed this talk, since Richard was an economist with only a single glimpse at my world. Besides, I thought I was completely in touch with the gossip of this particular underground. I assumed that I knew every related activity in the world. Richard's uncle certainly did not figure in that universe. This arrogance backfired soon.
David DiFrancesco, familiar with the ways of "art biz," soon suggested that he and I ask the NEA for a grant to exploit the new artistic medium, the frame buffer. He needed the money since he was at PARC only unofficially. And I wanted to make art. My experience with government grants had been several National Science Foundation grants obtained as an NYU professor. These were 40 pages thick and submitted in "20-plicate," so I listened in disbelief as David told me that a single page qualified for an NEA proposal. We submitted our work instead; he had obtained NEA grants beforewas living on his second one then, in fact-and knew the ropes. We made a video piece using the paint program and its frame buffer and submitted it with a one-page grant proposal, thus cementing our relationship. Bad timing. Xerox chose then to pull the rug out-deciding not to do color! I was dumbfounded. This was like a major film studio deciding, in the 1930s, not to do sound. I was convinced that color was the future of computer pictures, that Xerox had the lead on the world. I tried to argue this vision to my managers, Jerome Elkind and Bob Taylor, but they informed me that it was a "corporate decision" to go with black and white-silent movies were good enough.
I shouldn't have been surprised. The rumblings had begun almost at once. I was dismayed, just after my arrival at PARC, to have Dick's boss, Bob Taylor, ask, "Don't you think Dick's program is hard to use?" No! It's impressively intuitive! I shouted inside, trying quickly to take stock. He pointed approvingly at William Newman's black-and-white project in the corner of the SuperPaint lab room as the future of Xerox. 64 I should have recognized my risk from that flabbergasting moment, but I counted on the outright obviousness of our work, soon to come.
Taylor's bosses, at corporate Xerox in upstate New York, were having trouble too-all of PARC was at fault in this case-with the public perception of its shaggy-haired, bicycle-riding, sandalwearing think tank, way out-far out-in California, their fear heightened by Stewart Brand's hip article 65 about the place in a 1973 issue of Rolling Stone rock'n'roll magazine-not exactly button-down Webster, New York, reading material. A skunk works really stunk to them. And things were a bit extraordinary, such as Dick's riding his bike literally into the building to work. Beanbag chairs served as office furniture. Fritz Fisher, a mathematician with a master's degree, got himself hired as a night watchman so he could hang out with SuperPaint in the wee hours (and read for fun a massive book on the general theory of relativity).
My position at PARC was extremely vulnerable, having been secured with the purchaseorder "hire." So when Xerox decided "not to do color," it simply canceled my PO I lost my job, but the more important loss was access to Dick's frame buffer. The NEA grant proposal depended on it. David and I heard that another frame buffer-the next frame buffer-was being built in Salt Lake City. The Evans & Sutherland Corporation was building a commercial frame buffer, and the University of Utah Computer Graphics Department would garner the first one. So we made a mad dash in my big, white Ford Torino-my Turin machine, I fancied it-out across the dazzling, snow-covered Nevada desert on a mission. Our goal was access to that frame buffer. Our naïveté was amazing.
First, we visited E&S where, magically, in the parking lot on the way in, we met Jim Kajiya for the first time-a striking combination of Japanese features, black waist-length ponytail, and a yellow-and-black Lotus-a designer of the E&S frame buffer, the grail we sought. 67 Soft-spoken, well read, and extremely intelligent, he would become one of the outstanding academic contributors to computer graphics as a professor at Caltech, the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, and, decades later, my still-longhaired colleague at Microsoft. He had stopped cutting his hair in 1968 (and still hasn't cut it).
E&S reeked of the Defense Department, so we didn't even attempt to scale its walls. Instead, we tried to talk our way into the university. But David and I didn't work out: We were a mismatch with Utah. We could see but not touch the new frame buffer. We soon learned that the Computer Science Department, too, was Defense Department funded so avoided the "art" word, but one look at us said that art was the theme, explicit or not, of our presentation. We were told that the Defense Department was threatening to cease funding the CS department (it did) and that their quota on artists was soon to be filled with an extended visit from Judson Rosebush, then with the Everson Museum in Syracuse (this never happened, either).
Someone at Utah finally spoke the crucial words that softened our disappointment: "You want to talk to Dr. Alexander Schure, a wealthy madman from New York who came through here recently and bought one of everything in sight." Yes, including the not-yet-delivered frame buffer. He had animators from Hollywood making an animated film. "You can talk art with him," we were told.
Very likely Martin Newell first mentioned Schure. Newell, the most life-changing Utah person we met that trip, was a calm, deliberate, highly respected Englishman teaching computer science. Newell's personal teapot would become the most famous icon in computer graphics: Many graphics researchers would use it-actually a 3D database that he measured directly from it-to show off their latest rendering tricks at conferences. The original teapot itself now resides honorably in the Computer Museum on Moffatt Field, along with the Shoup SuperPaint system. Newell informed us of his impending visit to consult at Schure's NYIT. Where? Despite four years in the academic sphere of New York City, I'd never heard of this place. Newell told us he would call, upon his return, with a report. He did. His message was simple: "If I were you guys, I would jump on the next plane." We did. I spent the last money I had for the plane fare.
I was ecstatic with this turning point, bubbling with the news to housemates Richard and Sandy about my future-my new plans, if they worked out, would entail leaving them soon. I chatted energetically about the animated movie project at New York Tech, about the report that the New York Tech campus among the wealthy North Shore estates of Long Island was like a movie set, and, of course, about Alexander Schure who was the key to the next step in my, and David's, life. That's when Richard floored me: "But, Alvy, he's the uncle I've been trying to tell you about!" This coincidence continues to baffle me, decades later. Of all the people I could have rented a room from … .
So right then I began to call Schure "Uncle Alex." The name stuck. My colleagues and I at New York Tech called him that for the duration, although it was "Alex" or "Dr. Schure" to his face. Uncle Alex was to be the first of several wealthy and fascinating patrons in my career. George Lucas, Steve Jobs, and Bill Gates would be the next three. We initially stayed with David's father in Nutley, New Jersey, eating scrumptious homemade apple pies in his gadget-filled home. We waited a day for a February 1975 blizzard to subside. Next day, we forced our way through the snow across lower Manhattan, out onto Long Island a few miles beyond Queens to the exclusive North Shore community of Old Westbury, home of NYIT, or New York Tech.
We found our way onto the campus, a collection of former estates, and to one of the mansions, Gerry House. Schure formed the campus from several adjoining estates (see Figure 2 ). The Gerry, Whitney, Goodyear, and Holloway estates, and several others, figure into the campus itself or into nearby homes for faculty or staff. The "mansion next door," the former Whitney home renamed the DeSeversky mansion, had played the role of baronial estate in several films-for example, Arthur (1981).
Schure himself played a cameo role in one of them, Three Days of the Condor (1975), greeting a helicopter then opening the door of a limo. There are even "spare parts" for the mansion in the woods nearby-extra columns, capitals, and friezes.
We had been told to find Dr. Ed Catmullonly recently graduated from the University of Utah and just hired by Schure to manage his new E&S toys-at Gerry House. Schure had found his way to Utah by way of an aggressive salesman, Pete Ferentinos. The eastern US representative for E&S, cold-calling on all the universities in his territory, hit pay dirt with New York Tech and Alexander Schure. Pete's vision of making movies with computers excited Schure so intensely that he made the trip to Utah to meet Ivan Sutherland (half of Evans & Sutherland). On his shopping spree there, David Evans (the other half of E&S) asked him who would run the new equipment for him. "Who should it be?" asked Schure. "Well, you just missed the right guy," responded Evans. "Ed Catmull has just taken another job out of desperation." Myth has it that Schure said, "Money has a way of changing people's minds." True or not, it wasn't money that changed Ed's mind. It was the opportunity he had been waiting for.
Ed had always wanted to make animated movies with computers. One of his PhD advisors, Sutherland, had gone to Hollywood to start a company to do just that. Ed was to join it when funded, but needing to feed his wife Lorraine and child David, he finally had to give up on Sutherland. The company, called Picture/Design Group, formed with Gary Demos (who also worked on hardware design of the E&S frame buffer), John Whitney Jr., Glenn Fleck, and Barry Wessler, never got funding-a victim of the 1974 recession. Whitney and Demos teamed up to make movies with computers-and to become the loyal opposition to Ed and me in that endeavor in the coming years. Ed took a job in Boston at Applicon, a major computer-aided design (CAD) company. But Schure's call was what he'd awaited-if in an unexpected form. He asked Malcolm Blanchard, his Applicon officemate and fellow University of Utah alumnus, to join him, since Malcolm had some systems programming experience, which was certainly required to get a nascent computer center off the ground. So, in November 1974, Ed began as head of what we would call "the Lab" for Dr. Schure, and Malcolm joined him in January.
The Lab resided in a converted garage of the Gerry House that David and I approached through the snow on that first NYIT day. We still say that we got started in a garage-it just happened to be a four-car garage-with chauffeurs' quarters above. In it were two people on that fateful day. I addressed the first person as Ed, but it was Malcolm. Unexpectedly, Malcolm sported shoulder-length hair; Ed, a beard. Good signs! Soon Ed, Malcolm, David, and I jumped into a waiting limousine that escorted us to the DeSeversky mansion on the adjoining estatecompletely unaware that we would spend most of the next twenty years together. The limo wheeled us past a gatehouse, up a winding drive past a pond and manicured lawn adorned with flocks of Canada geese. We crossed the floor mosaic of the grand foyer and entered the dining room, complete with gilded mirrors, silver service, and liveried waiters. "Welcome, California!" boomed a voice from a table at the far wall, the only occupied table in the spectacular room. Thus Alex Schure introduced himself, a highly staged and very impressive piece of theater-theater which was to become quite familiar to us over the next four years.
Fast and furious conversation ensued, although Schure talked in what I call "CaseyStengel-speak" and David calls "word salad." "Our vision will speed up time, eventually deleting it," he would declare to a reporter in a particularly infamous example. 68 Linear rational speech, as usually practiced in human communication, instead became from him an engulfing torrent of words. Somehow, miraculously, thoughts were transferred, but one was never clear how or exactly when it happenedmore as if coming from poetry than speech. Hearing one's own words from Schure's lips signaled a successful idea transfer. Strange as it seems, this system worked.
Within minutes we were in the limo again, being delivered this time to the Schure home, on another nearby estate. We had brought videos, Vidbits, and the NEA submission tape. He claimed to have the necessary 3/4-inch Sony U-Matic tape player in his house, for playback of the video lingua franca of the time. Actually, he had more players, one in each of several rooms. Unfortunately, most of them didn't work. We had to move from room to room in concert with his wife Dorothy who moved the "killer dogs" out of each room ahead of us so they could not spot us and-presumably-tear us to shreds.
Finally, we located a working player, watched the tapes, and talked at high speed for about an hour. We discovered he had been hard at work on a feature-length animated film, Tubby the Tuba, being realized with conventional cel animation à la Disney, having hired dozens of Hollywood and New York animators, producers, inbetweeners, checkers, cameramen, and so on-all currently on campus generating the movie. We didn't have to hide the word "art." We were more than welcome in this mix, the upshot being our having obtained permissionnot jobs, just artistic access-to use his soon-tobe-delivered E&S frame buffer. We promised to close up in California and return in one month. We had found the next frame buffer! Before leaving for California, I talked further with Ed Catmull. David and I were two hippie artist guys, so concerned Utah friends had warned us that he was a very straight, Mormon missionary type, or at least that's how they painted him. Having grown up as a Southern Baptist, I was used to the religious, and I fancied my family to be Mormon several generations back (subsequently I have proved there are indeed Mormon branches of the family). So I assumed this probably wouldn't be a problem. In our talk, he was as excited as we about computer graphics technology and its promise and said all the right things to us about art and movies. He was clearly unconcerned with my long hair and David's electric frizz. Then we found out why. A prolonged bout with the Mormon Church had "radicalized" him. Ed also refused to buy the Vietnam War and fought for Conscientious Objector status. Good patriotic Mormon boys just didn't do that. Utah officials made it rough for him.
My most important discovery was that he had much too much to do. Only two people setting up an entire animation studio? "You need some help, don't you?" I observed. He seemed relieved and quickly agreed. I told him I had a PhD in computer science from Stanford, had recently been part of the NYU computer science faculty, and could program well. Voilà! A talk with Alex Schure and I was on. A joband access! It would take another year to get David hired, too-Schure was unsure of an artistic type without even an ameliorating PhD-but we didn't let that bother us since Schure tolerated his unpaid presence. We had solved the NEA grant proposal problem.
I spent the first week of April 1975 in the Netherlands at what I think of as the 0th Artificial Life Conference, and then officially joined New York Tech the second week. I was the old man at 31; Ed and David were just barely 30 and 26, respectively, and Malcolm would turn 25 a few days later, all three of their birthdays within three weeks of one another. Thus began the NYIT-Lucasfilm-Pixar computer graphics dynasty, a marriage of the house of Xerox and the house of Utah, pixels and geometry, art and technology. The movie we dreamed of then-completely generated on computers-was first shown in November 1995, 20 years later. Toy Story was that movie.
We fantasized and played at the fabulous Great Gatsby campus of New York Tech, but we also worked-maniacally. We had waded ashore a new continent-The Work-and didn't mean to waste a moment before claiming territories. The frame buffer hadn't arrived from Utah, so we began to master the E&S Picture System and the 3D line geometry it could display, and there was a new computer to learn: a PDP 11/45 from DEC, the Digital Equipment Corporation. It was only natural that Ed, as one of his first acts at the Lab, ordered a DEC computer rather than an IBM machine. This would have surprised corporate America at the time. The International Business Machines Corporation was the dominant force in computers. IBM was Snow White to the Seven Dwarfs, including DEC, a very distant second. But computer science students, including those of us just freshly minted, knew and loved DEC machines. IBM computers, the mainframes, resided at the university computer centers. Students handed their decks of punched cards (IBM cards, with rectangular holes punched into them on IBM keypunch machines) to staffs that ran the big machines. DEC, however, made small machines, "minicomputers," and placed them in the hands of students. Naturally, now that our time had come to buy machines, we did business with the company that had paid attention to us, a lesson not lost on Ed and me when later we entered the hardware business as Pixar.
IBM lost again when it came to choosing a programming language for the Lab. Ed and I both hated Fortran, the predominant programming language of the time, from IBM of course. We had both taught it and knew it very well. We believed that the hegemony of IBM had foisted an inferior language on the world when much better ones existed, like Algol and BCPL. 69 (Tough words from someone whose most recent job was with Microsoft!) We elected to program in assembly language rather than use Fortran, while we shopped for a high-level language nicer to humans than Fortran was.
Our forbearance paid off. Ron Baecker, from the University of Toronto and briefly a housemate of mine in Redwood City, California, soon informed us of a bright new computer system exciting the universities. It was called Unix, from AT&T's prestigious Bell Labs. It came complete with a high-level programming language simply called C and could be bought for a song (about a hundred dollars) by educational institutions like NYIT. We purchased Unix and immediately became enamored of it and its language C. They were logical, natural, and simple. Twenty years later, Unix is the system and C-or one of its immediate descendants, C++ and Java-the language of choice among most academicians and scientists. Unix and its variant Linux are currently being widely used on World Wide Web servers.
We were thus among the earliest users and proponents of Unix and C. Programs written in C are not only structurally more elegant, they look better than Fortran, too. More importantly, though, C greatly increased our productivity. The Lab would churn out code prodigiously for the next several years, due in part to the efficient C programming tool. We were rewarded again for sticking to our beliefs. We believed in color, and we didn't believe in Fortran.
But we didn't believe in writing things down. We were too busy. None of us recorded anything, failures or successes, a practice that would haunt us for years-still does, in fact. We saw each step we made as "obvious to those practiced in the art," in the US patent terminology unknown to us at the time. We were 1960s rebels creating for the greater good of mankind; we showed everything we did freely to anyone who asked. We would be legally denied our priority for years by johnny-comelatelys who patented our techniques a decade after we "invented" them in the 1970s-a term much too grand, by our understanding of scientific priority, to be appropriate. We had much to learn about the US patent system-for example, that it honors claims that would have the claimant laughed out of scientific meetings in shame. But the patent battles happened much later.
The E&S frame buffer finally arrived, and I was back in my element. My urge to make art on the NEA grant David and I believed we were sure to get and the need for a tool to create animation backgrounds for the Lab meshed to drive me into writing the Lab's paint program. This pixel packing was natural to me. After all, I'd just graduated from the tutelage of Dick Shoup, the original master. But I had an advantage over Dick. I had the $100,000 Picture System as a menu monitor rather than making double use of the video monitor as Dick was constrained to do.
I quickly introduced several innovations. In Dick's SuperPaint, a paintbrush was selected from a predefined set of brushes. In my Paint, any image of any shape could be used as a brush. I generalized painting to types of painting. Instead of just simulating painting a stroke of constant color, I extended the notion to mean "perform any image manipulation you want under the pixels of the paintbrush." For example, I added "not paint" that reversed the color of every pixel under the paintbrush to its color complement, "smear paint" that averaged the colors in the neighborhood of each pixel under the brush and wrote the result back into the pixel, and "z paint" that treated each pixel value as depth in the third, or z, dimension and only overwrote a pixel if the depth value in the corresponding brush pixel exceeded that in the pixel underneath. I extended Paint to BigPaint, which could paint on images larger than the frame buffer screen.
The train of visitors to see the wonders, such as those in Figure 3 , being generated by my colleagues and me at NYIT began early and never ceased for the entire NYIT era. There were the daytime visitors and the nighttime ones. Ed and Malcolm both had families, so worked traditional times. David and I were night people, a trait that worked well because there was only one computer system for the four of us to share. In actual fact, David and I freewheeled, meaning that we worked as long as our bodies would take it, slept at the stint. I found that I had a 26-hour cycle, so my days started completely out of phase with Ed's and Malcolm's, then shifted slowly into phase every couple of weeks and then back out again. This also worked because I needed to interact with the two of them a great deal for Lab work. David and I got out of sync, too, but less seriously because we were working together a lot. The daytime visitors included a steady stream of computer graphics people who were learning of the new mecca on Long Island. Over time, anybody who was anybody in computer graphics or art would find their way to the Lab. Hardly a day passed without visitors, a principal joy of New York Tech. Years later, in a patent squabble, we would be accused of being secretive with our work. An impossible thought! Hundreds of visitors, if not thousands, had trooped past our workstations, day and night, and seen The Work. Of course, with our lack of records, we had no proof other than verbal testimony for the courts.
One regular group of visitors was from Cornell University, the computer graphics students under Don Greenberg. We quickly noticed a pattern. These bright students, like Marc Levoy, would visit, then the next Siggraph would feature a paper about work similar to ours on equipment similar to ours. They were buying the same equipment just after we did. For example, not long after we had an E&S frame buffer and Picture System, they had the same combo and had written similar software for it. Eventually, this would matter in the patent wars.
I began getting many speaking requests and doing lots of traveling. After one particularly long trip away, I came back to the news that Alex had sold Paint to Ampex. I was shocked because, even then, we knew that one didn't sell a program, one licensed it. Recall that this was before the PC and the notion of commodity software. I was dismayed but agreed to go to Redwood City, near Palo Alto, to install Paint at Ampex and train people to use and modify it.
Meanwhile, Uncle Alex kept improving the Lab, making it the wonder that it was. He passed through every morning and every evening about 5 a.m. and 5 p.m. His hours were as strange as ours. He sounded a constant theme: "What do we have to do to stay ahead?" I explained to him, in the laborious communication method already described, that two more frame buffers would be an immense improvement. If we ganged three frame buffers together we would get an RGB frame buffer, capable of true color-not just 256 colors but 16 megacolors. Why is that interesting? Well, 256 different hues seems like a lot but to do antialiasing at every edge requires the mixing of each hue with every other hue. For example, at a slanted edge between a red line and a blue fill, we needed about 256 different mixtures of red with blue. For us to have enough colors so that this issue simply disappears between all possible pairs of hues, I explained to Alex, give us two more frame buffers. Sixteen million colors is so many that, for all practical purposes, it is a color continuum for human beings.
Several weeks later Uncle Alex happened to mention amidst his usual poetic ramblings, "Oh, I just bought you five more frame buffers. Now you can have two RGB frame buffers." Exultant, we chorused, "Thanks, Alex!" E&S now charged $60,000 each for these. With the $80,000 price tag on the first one, this came to an expenditure-on an almost casual requestof $380,000, or about $2,000,000 in 1999 dollars-just for the frame buffers! The first two commercial RGB frame buffers in the world! And perhaps the first ones at all, but we didn't know what the government had in its mysterious Cold War labs and still don't. We did know that Alex Schure was funding us magnanimously, kick-starting the industry.
Ed, Malcolm, and I took advantage of the big order to E&S. We requested that a new hardware device be attached to each, and retrofitted to our first frame buffer, that would make programming even easier. Since the frame buffers were to attach to the DEC computer through its component called the Unibus, the box diagram we sent to E&S engineers featured a box labeled FBUNI, for frame buffer-toUnibus interface. The Utah engineers read this as "eff-bunny" rather than our "eff-bee-younee". The campus of NYIT was populated with dozens of little bunny rabbits, and the novel Watership Down, featuring a warren of adventuresome bunnies, had just been published to much acclaim. 71 As denizens of our own Watership Down, we were delighted by the Utah reading of our label and instantly dropped the F. We called the new device a "buni" henceforth, adding six more bunis to the local warren.
I went nuts. I had written by now a complete suite of raster graphics tools: Paint, BigPaint, Fill, Clr (clear a window in the frame buffer to a constant color), ColrMakr (to design color palettes), Flip (the frame buffer horizontally or vertically), Savpa and Getpa (save and restore a frame buffer image to and from a disk file), and so forth, plus dozens of hacks, simple programs of only short-term interest. Immediately on arrival of the new frame buffers, I set about converting all my tools to the new world of RGB. Paint became Paint3; Fill, Fill3; Savpa, Savpa3; and so on. Every adapted program was a first. Nobody had had RGB, true color, before. To put this in perspective, each of these programs had to run in 32 kilobytes of RAM; the PC I wrote this article on has 768 megabytes.
I remember clearly the moment the notion of RGB paint came to mind. I was in Redwood City for the installation of Paint at Ampex. It was night and I was alone in a mediocre motel room and bored. So I turned my thoughts to the new frame buffers and realized that it would be a snap to rewrite Paint to make it RGB savvy. Essentially, all I had to do was take each line of code and triplicate it, while keeping the control structures (if statements, for loops) constant. This I did immediately upon return to Long Island. It was indeed as easy as I imagined, so you can see my puzzlement at calling this an "invention" as opponents were later to do. I claimed then and still do that anybody with an RGB frame buffer would have done the same thing. I just happened to be first.
The most important consequence of RGB was that Paint3 could be antialiased. With only 256 colors, Paint, like SuperPaint, used brushes with jagged edges. There simply weren't enough colors to form all the mixtures at the edges with the other colors that might fall under the brush. But Paint3 allowed "airbrushing," using brushes with very soft edges.
This term, airbrushing, came to haunt me several years later so let me explain it. The notion was that a brush is partially transparent. For an "airbrush," the center of the brush is more opaque than the edges and there is a gentle increase in transparency going from the center of the brush to its edges. Where the brush is opaque, solid color is applied to a painting. Where it is transparent, no paint is applied, of course. Partial transparencies in the brush cause the brush color to be mixed with the background, the amount of mixing proportional to the amount of transparency. Low transparency (high opacity) means that the brush color hides or almost hides the background colors; high transparency means high amounts of background show through by mixing only slightly with the brush color. Now here's the problem. I didn't call the process above "airbrushing," as it's called today in all RGB painting programs. I called it "wetpainting." I didn't call it airbrushing because the process described above is not a simulation of real airbrushing. A real airbrush works like this: Compressed air is forced to pass over the top of a bottle of paint-real paint: particles of colored pigment held in suspension in some liquid such as oil or water. The compressed air rushing over the bottle of paint causes some of it to rise out of the bottle and be mixed with the air stream. The result is a steady stream of pigment particles being deposited on the surface being painted. The tiny particles build up faster near the center of the air jet and less so near the edges of the air pattern. The particles are randomly placed within this pattern. The "airbrushing" procedure, described in the preceding paragraph, has no randomness; the true airbrushing procedure does.
72 So I claimed that "airbrushing" was the wrong metaphor for what we did in an RGB paint program. Obviously I lost this argument, but more importantly, at least one company was almost driven out of business about a decade later partly because I bothered to draw this distinction in print.
One of the few developments I actually bothered to write down also came back to haunt me-to haunt the industry, really. The story of the airbrushing patent follows shortly. Suffice to say at this point that whether one calls it airbrushing or wetpainting, the concept of the weighted brush was so obvious that it never occurred to my colleagues or me to patent it. Like everything else we did at NYIT, we showed it freely and gladly to hundreds of guests. I liked to describe it to them as "painting with ice cream," because the colors melted so nicely together. I also presented it to the annual computer graphics show Siggraph in a tutorial. The tutorial needed notes, so that's why I bothered to write this particular development down. Thank goodness for that little bit of writing. 2, 19 And thank goodness for Marc Levoy at Cornell, now a Stanford professor. Soon after our RGB frame buffer and Paint3 went into play, Marc Levoy was writing his true-color paint program for Don Greenberg. What we didn't know then, and didn't know until the 1990s, was that Marc had been keeping very careful records of every visit of the Cornell team to NYIT, including lists of equipment, and even the floor layout for it. Eventually he wrote papers on all his work, but didn't mention his extensive NYIT notes.
The Lab started to grow almost immediately. Lance Williams and Garland Stern arrived from Utah to spend the first summer, 1975, with us. Garland brought a paint program with him from Utah! It was one of several 256-color paint programs that emerged suddenly with the arrival of the E&S frame buffer at Utah. Jim Blinn, Jules Bloomenthal, and Garland had all written different ones. Garland's felt very good once a stroke of painting was initiated. It didn't require you to apply pressure while stroking, like Dick's SuperPaint, my Paint, and all modern paint programs do. However, one had to click once to start a stroke and once again to stop it. This is extremely unnatural and didn't catch on.
Much of the ease of use of my NYIT paint programs resulted directly from requirements of Paint's principal first user, Paul Xander. Paul painted backgrounds for conventional animation in Hollywood before coming to Long Island to work on Tubby the Tuba, Uncle Alex's conventional animation effort. Schure assigned him to master the digital form of background painting, which meant he worked closely with me. Not being the least bit technically minded, Xander simply could not master difficult menu or keyboard sequences. Consequently, I had to seek the simplest user interfaces I could find. This, of course, was an excellent discipline for an interface designer that served me well for subsequent decades. And Paul was able to paint hundreds of dazzling pictures, as Figures 4 and 5 illustrate, many of which were eventually used for backgrounds in an educational video on the metric system produced by the Lab called Measure for Measure.
The first new permanent employee from the outside world, in addition to the original four musketeers, was Christine Barton. A woman! Who knew computer graphics! Christie came from Utah too, but not the university. She had been working at E&S. Ed put her to work designing a computer network for the Lab. This was before local area networks existed as a commonplace as they are today.
We now had the six stations in the Lab, each with a computer (DEC PDP 11/33s this time except for the original 11/45), a tablet (Summagraphics), a video monitor (Barco), a menu monitor (Three Rivers Graphic Wonders, except for the E&S Picture System at one station), and a frame buffer (E&S). The idea was to offload the work of listening to the tablets to a separate machine (a DEC PDP 11/34). The computer cycles in 1976 were so precious that it was a crime to have many of them used simply to listen to the tablet, which is seldom used as seen from the computer's viewpoint. So all of the station computers were to talk to Christie's central computer that would handle all the tablet traffic and pass only pertinent information to the stations. We would call her machine a tablet "server" today.
Another hire of future paint history impor- We would spend years with Ephraim eventually and come to appreciate Robert's description. He indeed turned out to be a zany one, but brilliantly so. He made himself memorable-as if the doll's arms hadn't already-by sleeping under the desks at the Lab, apparently never going home (understandably so since home was in New Jersey). He could sketch like a Rembrandt, especially groups of people and, when not up to that standard, could at least pillory you with a telling caricature rendered effortlessly-or charm you if you were a waitress and he needed a free meal. He would later write yet another NYIT paint program that was commercialized after I left, by a subsidiary of NYIT called CGL (named for Computer Graphics Lab, of course).
Two things that we talked about in those early days but didn't do were subpixel painting and pressure-sensitive painting. Early at NYIT we talked of pressure-sensitive styluses. It made natural sense if you were a painter. We tried to talk the three tablet manufacturers of the time-Summagraphics, GTCO, and Talos-into making a pressure-sensitive pen for us. The closest we got to it was a Summagraphics prototype, built specially for us. I hooked it up to my paint program and soon noticed two fatal flaws. The most serious problem was that the tablet dropped points. That is, while painting a smooth stroke, suddenly a single copy of the paintbrush would appear at some random place on the screen, not part of the stroke being painted. Clearly the tablet position-sensing hardware was losing bits at random times. This made the tablet and its pressure-sensitive stylus unusable. The second problem was that it was highly nonlinear in its response to pressure. This would have been tolerable, however, if the positioning mechanism had worked. As usual, we failed to write any of this down. It failed, so what was the point?
One of our first observations about the Quantel Paintbox demonstration, when we saw it in the 1980s, was that Quantel had talked someone into building a pressure-sensitive stylus for them. We puzzled about who they had found to build one that we hadn't. We never believed, as they would later claim, that it was an original idea with Quantel. We suspected, without ever knowing, that Summagraphics had built it, but our contact there had died in the meantime. We had noticed only that they had ceased making overtures to us, as opposed to the other two tablet companies.
Several times Ed Catmull suggested that I implement subpixel painting in my paint programs. The notion is simple: Paint into a frame buffer of much higher resolution than can be displayed-say, eight times higher resolution in each dimension-then average down to display-for example, each display pixel is the average of an 8 × 8 array of "subpixels." I always refused to do it because of speed. How to do it was obvious. Subpixel computations were being used in several places in computer graphics of that early time. Ed, for example, had a subpixel hidden-surface algorithm (implementation of which had led to our inventing the alpha channel one day). And the Sketch code that I adapted from Malcolm for my paint programs was realized with subpixel resolution. Neither of these programs had to stay up with the smooth motion of the artist's hand. But to add subpixel code to my paint, which did have to keep up with the artist, would have slowed it down intolerably on the computers that we had then.
Quantel had implemented subpixel painting in their hardware. They had to. As with other claims to "invention" that Quantel would later make, this too was an easy idea to us in the preceding decade, not implemented for practical or technical reasons, not for lack of understanding how to do it nor for lack of thinking about it. We certainly appreciated Quantel for their doing it well, but again it never crossed our minds to think they originated the idea.
One of the best uses of my paint programs at NYIT before I departed in late 1979 was by artist Ed Emshwiller. Those of us in the Lab one night had watched a TV special about this guy. He had been an abstract artist in Paris in his youth with an esoteric fame as a painter of 1950s science fiction magazine covers, signed "Emsh." Then he had made some of the first avant-garde 16-mm films. Along came early video art, and he plunged into that with early notable contributions. The documentary informed us that he lived in nearby Levittown! One of my colleagues suggested we call him and invite him over. I confidently claimed, "If he's who I think he is, he'll find us." Sure enough, Emsh showed up one day to explore the next new artistic medium, computer graphics. He announced that he had a Guggenheim Fellowship and wished to work with us for six months to make a three-hour movie. We burst into laughter, greatly unsettling him. "You'll be lucky to finish a piece of three minutes in that time," we explained to him. Thus began the most important artistic collaboration of my life and a mentorship I cherish.
It worked, as usual, because Emsh loved technology-explosives, physics (his brother was a physicist), The Bomb. He had made a film documentary of the Nevada Test Site, where he picked up the cancer that affected his face for years and probably the cancer that killed him. He and I talked about everything-children (why have 'em?), marriage (why bother?), war, personalities, getting old (what's it like?)-but mostly we talked art.
Emsh would propose a scene he wanted to make. For example, he wanted to push a 3D face through a wall. I'd explain we couldn't do that yet, in the late 1970s, too hard to compute. But if he would alter the design like so, I could write a hack to implement it. Then he would take my idea and push on it, and eventually we would ping pong into a workable and artistically interesting shot. I would write the code and make it happen. He used the paint programs a lot, but he surprised me by eschewing the color at first. "Too overwhelming," he said. He only slowly started adding color to the piece, and very carefully. Colleagues Lance Williams and Garland Stern added parts to the final piece too. The result was Sunstone, in many museum video collections around the world today, and my proudest artistic achievement. 73 Sunstone was the last major event for me at NYIT (see Figure 6 ). Emsh moved to Southern California to become provost at Cal Arts-the California Institute of the Arts-founded by Walt Disney. Malcolm Blanchard had already departed, a couple of years before, mostly because his wife didn't like New York, saying that if we ever got back to California, to give him a call. Ed Catmull, David DiFrancesco, and I left NYIT for California in 1979. We did give Malcolm a call shortly thereafter, and he heeded it, when the next major chapter in our lives unfolded at Lucasfilm in Marin County.
The trials
The trials began with an approach at a Siggraph in the 1990s, probably led by Robin Forrest, a Scot living and teaching in East Anglia, England, and a longtime colleague from early computer graphics. Robin is one of the very earliest professors of the science. An Englishman, a solicitor for his client Spaceward of London, accompanied him. With great earnestness they asked me to aid them in a patent challenge from Quantel, also of England, but a company I had obviously watched for years. Spaceward, on the other hand, I had not heard of, but I did understand their problem and immediately sympathized with them, annoyed by Quantel's claims on our technology.
Quantel had for years built and sold a beautiful realization of a paint program. When we had first seen the Paintbox at a National Association of Broadcasters convention, we had known immediately what we were seeing: paint done in hardware. There was no other way to get the speed they were showing at that time, in the early 1980s. The software-driven, general-purpose computers that we had used throughout the 1970s and would continue to use for decades were simply not yet fast enough to allow someone to sweep a large brush of paint across a screen and have the computation keep pace with the human. students knew-but what the patent offices of the world apparently didn't know then, was that hardware and software are interchangeable. This is a fundamental idea of computation. One can take any program and convert it into a special-purpose piece of hardware that does the same computation, but much fastersince that's all it does. A general-purpose computer can, on the other hand, compute anything, can execute any computation, but at the expense of running slower than a specialpurpose machine. This is simply because the general-purpose machine has to handle all situations. One wins big with speed in hardware but loses all versatility. A piece of software can be rewritten, sometimes in minutes; a piece of hardware can take the good part of a year or more to redesign and reimplement. The point is that we knew immediately that Quantel had "dropped it [painting] into hardware." We never for a moment thought they had "invented" painting. Paintbox appeared in the 1980s, after all, and we had done painting in the 1970s. This, of course, was the point of the upcoming trial Quantel v. Spaceward. Quantel claimed to have invented "airbrushing," or soft-edged painting-or "wetpainting" as I had called it in 1977. This was why Spaceward had approached me: to establish my priority and get them off a patent infringement hook. The Spaceward product was an airbrushing paint program aimed at the video market, directly competitive with the Quantel Paintbox, and cheaper.
Quantel also claimed, via British patents, to have invented digital compositing. To my mind, airbrushing and digital compositing are the same thing: One combines one image with another, using a third for transparency control. In the case of airbrushing (I'm using the modern meaning of this term, of course), one image is simply of constant color, representing the paint on the brush; another is the image to be painted on; and the third is the shape of the brush, which effectively controls how much of the paint color is to be laid down over the background image. The shape of a brush is not only its footprint but also the weights of its pixels. For example, the brush "cone9" in Paint3 had a circular footprint and weights at each pixel in the brush to approximate a cone-high in the center and sloping linearly off to zero at the circular edge.
Digital compositing is the same thing but the images all tend to be relatively large. A foreground image is combined with a background image, using a "matte" image-what we called an "alpha channel"-to control the amount of combination, pixel by pixel. Now digital compositing is simply a digital realization of the old technology of matting that came from the video and film worlds. As with airbrushing, we did not, and still do not, see the digitization of a well-known process as "invention." It is too obvious and too simple to warrant such glory. But Quantel had been able to bamboozle the patent office of the UK and eventually of the US into believing just that. I accepted the pro bono job with the Spaceward team with the blessing and support of my colleagues at Pixar and the computer graphics world in general. This was clearly an example of misuse of technology. Not only that, but they were claiming priority over my work, however simple it was.
The trial-the first of the two described here-took place in London in 1989. I was put up at a nice hotel on Aldwych Circle in the theater district and not far from the courts. Since I was in over my head legally, I took along our Pixar patent attorney, Gary Hecker, as an advisor. He came in handy. At one point, before I was called to the witness stand, Quantel asked for a private meeting with me. I asked Gary what that could possibly mean. He thought perhaps they were going to suggest some kind of deal to keep me off the stand, because we both thought I had the killer argument: I had done it first, had paper to prove it, and the testimony of colleagues to hammer that in.
The meeting turned out to be an attempt by Richard Taylor of Quantel and his attorneys to find a weakness in my testimony that they could exploit. This went nowhere so the meeting broke up. Richard and I were the last two to leave the room. Just before doing so, I turned to him, looked him in the eyes, and said, "I did this first, you know, of course." I just couldn't believe a technical person, a scientist or an engineer, which I thought he was, would stoop to the Quantel claims. It had to be just a legal move to wipe out an opponent, so I gave him a private chance to prove his personal scientific integrity.
But Taylor didn't budge: "No, you didn't." So perhaps he really believed he had done it first? Hard to believe since Quantel had visited New York Tech and had my paper on paint. 19 One of my surprises at the later Quantel v. Adobe trial was the discovery that Quantel had even been in a negotiation with NYIT at one time, after my departure in 1979 but prior to their developing Paintbox.
We were naïve, Yanks in an English court. Taylor and Quantel waved around their British honors in the face of the old judge, His Lordship Falconer, presiding over his last case.
And we didn't have really solid proof. True, we had my testimony, my papers, my reputation, the corroborating testimony of Jim Blinn and Lance Williams, both colleagues of mine at NYIT. But our word, American word, apparently was insufficient. Spaceward lost the case, lost their product, and I was officially branded a liar in Falconer's decision.
The problem was more than just insufficiently convincing evidence. The legal team for Spaceward was not up to the task. They too thought they had a slam-dunk case. They were too young to know how to play the court system as their opponents did. Spaceward did have a master old barrister to argue its case, a very respected man who was of the same generation as the judge and had argued before him many times. I met the old gentleman before my time on the stand. He looked directly at me and said, "This is just the old matting technology from the early film business, isn't it?" Right. I knew we had the right man. He had argued cases in the old film technology and knew it well. But the clever Quantel legal team simply stretched out the trial until this accomplished barrister ran out of time. In England, the barristers reserve their time in advance. The Spaceward team arranged for him for one month. The month came and went, before I went on the stand. The young barrister who took his place for Spaceward was arguing one of his first cases. This trial affected us in different ways. Jim Blinn was so scorched by the process that he refuses still to help anyone else in patent battles. I was furious at having my word brought into question and my priority stolen. But I learned a lot about the patent process and was therefore much better prepared, and much less naïve, when the call came a second time.
Adobe contacted me directly, in late 1974 or early 1975. John Warnock, cofounder of Adobe and a former colleague of mine from Xerox PARC (and another University of Utah graduate), personally asked for my help. I had just become Graphics Fellow at Microsoft, so I had to get permission from my new employers to help Adobe. This was not perceived as a problem. If anything, protecting Adobe might prove to protect Microsoft in the future. I believe it did. Microsoft provided Tom Burt, one of the company's bright litigating attorneys, to help me and protect Microsoft's interests.
Because of the unpleasant outcome of the Spaceward trial, I insisted that I would help only if Warnock promised not to settle and to have so accomplished a legal team that this seemingly simple case would not fail. He came through on both these fronts. To settle would have meant that the validity of the patent claims would not be decided, and my stature as a liar would not be overturned. As it turned out, Adobe took the case all the way, and all five patents that Quantel accused Adobe of infringing were judged invalid. The legal team that accomplished this feat-proving only noninfringement would have been a success for Adobe-was first rate. The firm was Fish & Richardson. My two principal contacts on the team were David Barkan and John Gartman.
I also urged them to find proof, if possible. This could only be the original source code, which NYIT might just possibly still have. The team found the code. So, as opposed to the Spaceward case, we had a "smoking gun" this time. The team went even further, and this shows their level of commitment to making the argument stick: They found a third party who took the original C code obtained from New York Tech (in a deal with terms I do not know) and had him recompile it to run on a modern PC running under the Windows operating system. This was possible because the original code was written in C, still a very popular programming language. All he had to do was to change the display code section to display from a simulated frame buffer in the PC memory onto the standard monitor of the PC-that is, into a window in the Windows system. This means he had to modify only some of what I call the "plumbing" code that displays the result of the serious code, which continued to work in the trial just as it did in the 1970s at NYIT. Same code!
The trial itself took place in Wilmington, Delaware, in September 1997. 74 The Quantel team waved around their Emmy, and I my technical Academy Award for "pioneering inventions in digital image compositing," awarded in 1996 to Tom Porter, Tom Duff, Ed Catmull, and me. 75 The Adobe team also had me show the jury the 1990 Siggraph Achievement Award that honored Dick Shoup and me for "seminal contributions to computer painting systems." 76 But the star of the show was Paint3.
When agreeing to testify in the trial for Adobe, I had one caveat: The month of September was out because I was going to take my wife, Zu, to Italy that month for her 50th-birthday present. (I had finally succumbed to the institution of marriage too, in 1984.) Of course, that was exactly when they slotted me to testify. So the legal team made special arrangements to accommodate Zu and me. They arranged for my testimony earlier than was originally reserved, and I pushed off my trip by three days to go to Wilmington first. So all I saw of the trial was my part, of course, and that of old colleagues Christie Barton and David Em, whose testimonies were next to mine and supportive, of course, since they were there at the beginning.
I did not get to see Dick Phillips testify as an expert. He had prepared the Adobe team exceptionally well with his background report, 42 which should be consulted as part of this history, as should other court documents for the trial. I also did not get to enjoy the Marc Levoy evidence. He had not come forward with his detailed notes about NYIT for the Spaceward case, but he had this time around. His recollections were another key ingredient in Adobe's argument. His true-color paint program preceded the Quantel claims, too.
The jury was technically unsophisticated. In fact, a high school educational level was the highest represented. This was an excellent constraint on the attorneys. They could not obfuscate as those in the Spaceward case had done (for which there was no jury, only old Judge Falconer in his red robes and white wig-quite a contrast in court scenes). The Adobe attorneys took me through a demonstration of Paint3. It was a thrill to show the original demos again, 20 years later. I was able to show soft-edged painting and digital compositing with 1970s code, which Quantel claimed to have invented in the 1980s. I even used the old line "feels like painting with ice cream" for them.
The Quantel side of course tried to imply that the code the jury was watching had all been written recently, but we successfully convinced them that this was not true. The clincher perhaps was my proof to them that the person who recompiled the code for Windows didn't even know what it did. For example, he was unaware of a secret button in the menu that I had put there when I originally wrote the code for it! I demonstrated this button (I used it to test new features then) and also explained to him what other features, "intensity painting" and "constant magnify on," did.
The point is that, although the third-party programmer had seen the code, he did not know what it did. This is consistent with recompiling as contrasted to rewriting. He had simply recompiled blindly except for the display code module. I was also able to pinpoint what time in the 1977-1979 time period that this particular version of the program was written. It was missing some of the menu items that appeared in the 1978 paper, 19 so therefore was a version predating July 1978.
The other point Quantel attorneys tried to score, since I had also testified against them in the Spaceward case, was that I pursued a personal vendetta against Quantel. This I easily refuted by telling the court how much I admired the Paintbox, that it was a beautiful implementation and that I believed it deserved its Emmy and the financial rewards from the marketplace. I just didn't buy the proposal that Quantel people had invented the underlying concepts.
Then I left for Italy, not having heard most of the arguments. The only clues that perhaps I had scored were the grins that the jurors gave me as I departed the stand, with my Academy Award that I almost left behind. I believe they would have cheered if not for the dignified courtroom setting. Much to my amazement, my old colleague Ed Catmull searched me down via telephone in a remote Tuscan village a few weeks later to give me the remarkable news that not only had the jury found Adobe innocent but all the Quantel patents invalid, and even recommended that Quantel be found guilty of defrauding the US Patent Office (the latter recommendation not followed by the judge). How sweet it was! The decision also saved Adobe several hundred million dollars in demanded royalties on Photoshop.
The trials and other tribulations have salted what has otherwise been a sweet trip through exciting times with talented colleagues and (sometimes strangely) inspired patrons inventing a technology that is now pervasive. I hope that these stories, while dutifully capturing the history of the development, also teach that mastering a new technology can be as adventurefilled as discovering a new land and that the characters on the voyage or encountered along the way are what make the effort worthwhile.
